Overview:

G.D is the leading supplier of high-technology machinery for cigarette making and packing, filter production, other tobacco products, and special products. Thanks to its extensive range of machines available, G.D is the only manufacturer of complete high-speed lines and of a wide range of solutions for the tobacco industry.

With its headquarter in Bologna, Italy and thanks to its worldwide branches and service centers, G.D provides an extensive sales and service network and it is always close to clients. G.D has generated a consolidated turnover of 624 Million Euro in 2012 (forecast), with over 2,500 highly qualified employees.

G.D is part of Coesia, a group of innovation-based industrial solution companies operating globally, headquartered in Bologna. G.D's sales network is globally connected with 12 branches worldwide, operating in 110 countries. Outside the Bologna headquarter are six additional manufacturing facilities with over 500 people at your service. All G.D branches are directly connected to Bologna headquarter for an immediate response, delivering prompt action for any technical requirements.

Year established:

1923
# of employees: 
Over 2,500

Annual turnover: 
624 Million Euro in 2012

Foreign locations: 
USA, Brazil, South Africa, Germany, Turkey, Russia, India, Indonesia, Singapore and Japan

Company applications: 
Product Categories:
  - Machinery and complete solutions for the tobacco industry
  - cigarette making and packing lines
  - filer rod making lines
  - cigar wrappers
  - end of the line equipment and factory automation systems

Source URL: https://www.machinesitalia.org/company/gd-spa
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